
rio tinto  
naturescape 
Plan E has delivered a play area in Perth’s Kings Park with  
the specific aim of reconnecting children with nature.
words julian bolleter photography richard Gale
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Landscape architecture has since its 
inception acted as a steward of nature in cities. 
This conception of nature has shifted to reflect 
different contexts. Landscape architect Frederick 
Law Olmsted saw naturalistic public parks and 
greenways as an antidote to the degradations 
of the industrial city. For ecological planner 
Ian McHarg, natural areas of high ecological 
value were to be protected from the remorseless 
hunger of urban development. Prompted by 
the influential writings of journalist and author 
Richard Louv, a shift is occurring in park and 
playground design towards nature play areas 
for children that allow for unstructured outdoor 
play, typically in a simulacrum of nature. 

With the emergence of the nature play 
phenomenon in Perth, the “nature” that is being 
referenced is urban bushland. In Perth this 
constitutes remnant bush sites, but also 
overgrown vacant lots, laneways and backyards. 
These landscapes are rapidly disappearing in 
Perth, partly due to an overheated real estate 
market and the pursuit of infill development 
targets. The fact that these once unvalued 
leftover landscapes are now being symbolically 
resurrected as expensive, highly designed, 

nature play areas reflects the broader changes 
that have occurred in Perth over the past 
decades. As Perth’s sprawl has marched 
relentlessly north and south, the distance to the 
“bush” has stretched accordingly and it is now 
typically out of the day-to-day reach of most 
children. In part due to this, the value we place 
on the chunks of bush that remain preserved 
within Perth’s sprawl has also increased. If 
children today were set free in our remaining 
“bush forever” sites or regional open spaces to 
build cubbies, light fires and generally cut loose, 
as their gen X parents did, it would be 
considered vandalism. 

The popularity of the nature play 
experience in Perth also reflects the fact that 
our suburban parks are boring as bat poo, unless 
you like hitting or chasing balls around a field. 
While we are quick to blame the rise of video 
games, social media and television for the 
virtual absence of children from suburban 
parks, it might also be the parks themselves  
that are to blame. Take the parks of Perth’s 
middle-ring suburbs as an example. Most of 
them are dominated by the requirements of 
active team sports and are turfed deserts. Data 

from the Centre for the Built Environment and 
Health at the University of Western Australia 
(percentages calculated by author) suggests that 
of Perth’s middle-ring suburban parks, only  
32 percent have a “diversity of planted species,” 
only 20 percent have wildlife and only 4 percent 
have wetlands. Furthermore, 85 percent of those 
greyfield parks have a ubiquitous underlay of 
reticulated turf, 35 percent have no walking 
paths, 76 percent have poorly shaded or 
completely exposed paths, and in general there 
are more parks with ovals (152 in total) than 
those with either barbecue or picnic facilities. 
As a consequence of their simplified design, 
these suburban parks offer little in either 
ecological or symbolic terms, their highly 
artificial nature providing little release from the 
rapidly densifying suburban context. 

It is in this context that Rio Tinto 
Naturescape play area in Perth’s Kings Park was 
conceived with the specific aim of reconnecting 
children with nature. In Naturescape, “nature” 
constitutes themed zones that reference 
particular landscape types found within the 
Swan Coastal Plain, the geographic unit within 
which Perth is sited – including Paperbark Creek 

and a wetland. These themed landscapes are 
then equipped with play infrastructure 
including climbing towers, a cubby-building 
zone and rocky mounds cut through with 
tunnels. The close juxtaposition of such 
different landscape types, within a confined 
area, can be considered a dramatization of the 
real “nature” of the Swan Coastal Plain, which 
generally would not support such variety. While 
the plants are endemic, the arrangement is 
highly staged. No doubt necessarily so; Perth 
residents would be unlikely to travel far just to 
immerse themselves in a patch of scrub. Finally, 
these themed “natural” landscapes are then 
wrapped in the banksia woodland typical of 
Kings Park, seamlessly blending Naturescape 
into the park as a whole, and shielding the heart 
of Naturescape from the outside world. Again, 
while the banksia woodland would appear to be 
the real “nature” of the site, it is itself markedly 
different from the vegetation that would have 
been found in the park at the time of European 
occupation. While Naturescape aspires to 
connect children with “nature,” exactly what 
nature they are connecting with remains 
somewhat elusive.

01 entrance artWorK 
bY jon tarrY, baSed on 
an inSect chrYSaliS.

02 the GeoMetric ForM 
oF the trench iS a 
reSPonSe to the Flat 
toPoGraPhY oF the Site.

03 the deSiGn ProVideS 
the coMMunitY With a 
PlaYFul and adVenturouS 
connection to “nature” 
on the FrinGe oF the cbd.

04 the VieWinG toWerS (or 
tree hideS) Were inSPired 
bY the ShaPe oF SeedS. 

“... a shift is occurring in 
park and playground 
design towards nature play 
areas for children that 
allow for unstructured 
outdoor play, typically in a 
simulacrum of nature.”
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Semantics aside, Naturescape’s 
popularity is evidenced by the lines of SUVs to 
be found in the adjacent car park of a weekend 
morning. The design of Naturescape, by 
Perth-based practice Plan E, has been 
exceptionally well handled at all scales. From 
my observation, young children enjoy the extra 
challenge and interactivity that it allows. It 
skilfully provides just enough danger without 
ever being too dangerous. The design also 
skilfully masks the contradiction that lies at the 
heart of such nature play areas, that their 
apparent informality and mutability are 
actually highly designed, regulated and very 
expensive. The regulated nature of such 
playgrounds is evident from the conditions of 
entry, which include no unaccompanied 
children, no swimming and no throwing rocks, 
among others. While nature play areas are 
typically designed for children twelve years and 
younger, it will be interesting to see how nature 
play environments can be adapted to the needs 
of teenagers, who are particularly sensitive to 
overt control or surveillance by adults. 

Interestingly, this contradiction is shared 

with contemporary zoo enclosures. In both, a 
highly staged “natural” scene gives the illusion 
of being undesigned. The transition from highly 
artificial playgrounds to naturalistic nature 
play areas has been mirrored in zoos as 
enclosures have shifted from equipped cages to 
pseudo naturalistic environments. That said, 
the fundamental difference between nature 
play areas and naturalistic zoo enclosures is 
that in zoo enclosures the naturalistic illusion 
often mostly benefits the viewer, while in nature 
play areas it primarily serves the occupants. 

Naturescape is a landmark project that 
quite rightfully is now being emulated to 
various degrees in schools and parks around 
Perth. This proliferation of nature play areas in 
Perth can only be a positive thing in relation to 
alarming childhood obesity and “electronic 
overload” data. However, a broader question 
remains as to the provision of “nature” in our 
cities. The blanket application of infill 
development targets in our middle-ring suburbs 
has seen vegetation cover, typically conflated 
with “nature,” decrease dramatically. By way  
of example the typical Perth middle-ring 

suburb of Bayswater lost 12 percent of its 
vegetation cover in the three-year period from 
2001 to 2004 alone. If the popularity of nature 
play environments in Perth is anything to go 
by, the symbolic equilibrium between the 
age-old constructs of nature and culture has 
been disturbed – a situation that in time will 
require more than a few isolated nature play 
areas to resolve.     

05 the tree hideS are 
deSiGned to iMMerSe 
ViSitorS in the landScaPe.

06 PricKlY thicKetS 
FraMe uniQue SPaceS For 
education, interPretation 
and Free PlaY.

07 the endeMic SPecieS 
Planted around the 
Water bodieS blend With 
the reMnant buShland 
oF KinGS ParK.
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key
01 entrY and GatherinG 

Forecourt
02 SerVice acceSS
03 entrY ScreenS
04 iMMerSion entrY
05 buSh baSe GatherinG
06 FaMilY SeatinG PodS
07 canoPY hide
08 rocK SPrinG and Pool
09 ForeSt creeK
10 Stone GateWaYS
11 toiletS
12 reStored buShland
13 coMMunitY GatherinG
14 aMPhitheatre
15 education GatherinG
16 cubbieS and cocoonS
17 coMPacted 

liMeStone Path
18 tiMber Path
19 diScoVerY and 

iMMerSion thicKet
20 Wetland
21 Wetland GatherinG
22 Ground hide
23 Wetland teachinG node
24 actiVe iMMerSion thicKet
25 SMall inForMal 

teachinG nodeS
26 coMPacted laterite Path
27 drYland teachinG 

node (With Fire Pit)
28 drYland teachinG node
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08 the tiMber tunnel 
ProVideS a bold 
architectural eleMent.
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